Abstract. This paper is part of a doctoral thesis at Harvard University. The title of the thesis is Finite linear groups in six variables.
The theorem generalizes [5] when n+\ eYI. When n + \ $Yl, an abelian ITSylow subgroup of G was guaranteed by Blichfeldt. When n+ 1 e IT, the existence of a IT-Sylow subgroup must be assumed (such a group is abelian by Lemma 7). For example SF (2, 13) has a representation of degree 6, but has no subgroup of order (7) (13) . When n+ 1 £ IT, our proof uses only Lemmas 1 and 2 and furnishes a short proof of Feit's Theorem. Furthermore, when for p eYl,p^2n+ 1, we may use our proof to prove that /n(G) =1 or p = 2n+\ eYI for some p and G/Z(G) PSL (2,p) , the result of [6] , by induction on n. Here, only Lemma 1 is needed. Also, (E) and (H) follow immediately from the stronger induction hypothesis that 7n(G0)=l when G0 has a faithful representation of degree n0<n. Then only steps (A), (B), (C), (F), (I), and (J) are needed to complete the proof, since [2] can be applied if |G|n is prime.
Lemma 1. If G is a finite group and IT is a set of primes, define in(G) =\G\n/\ On(G) |. Then if H is a homomorphic image or a subgroup ofG, in(H)\in(G). Furthermore, if K and L are finite groups, in(KxL)\(in(K))(in(L)). Finally, in(G) = in(G/Z(G)).
Proof. If a is a homomorphism from G onto H with kernel K, then <x(On( We have already shown that /n(G/Z(G))|/n(G). Let y be the natural homomorphism of G G) and is a normal FT-Sylow of M. By SchurZassenhaus, there exists N, a LT-Sylow subgroup of M. As M=Nx [Z(G)]n-, N is characteristic in M which is normal in G. Therefore, AcOn(G). As |G|n/|A| = |G/M|n = IG/Z(G)|n/1On(G/Z(G))\, this concludes the proof of Lemma 1.
into G/Z(G). Let M=y-\Ou(G/Z(G))). Then Z(G) = [Z(G)]nx[Z(G)]w, where [Z(G)]n-is characteristic in Z(
Lemma 2. Let X be a faithful irreducible representation of a finite group G which affords the character %■ Let p ^ 5 be a prime. Let H= (Op'(G))' and let P be a p-Sylow subgroup of H. Assume that ip(G)=p andn = x(f)<p-I. Then (i) X is primitive, n^(p-l)/2, p || \H\, iPiH)=p and Op'(G)S//Z(G). (ii) X\H is irreducible.
(iii) x\P is the sum of distinct linear characters. The principal character of P is contained in this sum if and only ifin> ip-1)/2.
(iv) If x is a p-element of G then either X(x) is scalar or has distinct eigenvalues.
Proof. By [6] , ip(G)^l implies that n^(p-l)/2. If X is imprimitive on the spaces Vx,..., Vm, let F be the subgroup of G fixing the Vt. As dim V{ = n/m <(p-l)/2, the constituent XfK) of X(K) acting on V¡ satisfies ip(X¡(K))=l for i'=l,..., m. As \G/K\ \m ! and Op(K) is characteristic in F which is normal in G, Op(K) is a normal /?-Sylow subgroup of G, a contradiction. Using Blichfeldt's method of replacing a generator X(x) by
one may find a finite group F with a unimodular representation F of degree n with Y(L)(ZGL(n, C)) = X(G)(ZGL(n, C)). Then / is primitive. Furthermore, 
Op'(G)<=HZ(G). By [6] , irreducible constituents Xt(H) of X|/T with ip(Xt(H)) = p have degree &(/?-l)/2. As «</?-!, there is at most one such constituent. By Lemma 1, there is at least one such constituent. If W is the space on which this constituent acts and x e G, then H=xHx~1 has xW as an irreducible invariant space for some constituent U of X\xHx~x and ip(U(xHx~1))=p.
Therefore, xW = l-Kand by irreducibility of X, dim W=n and X\H is irreducible. The statement in Lemma 2 about x\P follows from Lemma 3.1 of [5] 
The final statement of Lemma 2 follows from our previous step where for x a p-element in G there exist y eL and z eZGL(n, C) with [z] pX(x) = [Y(y)}p, which is T" or has distinct eigenvalues.
The remaining lemmas are needed in the proof of our theorem only in the case where we have a proper generalization of Feit's Theorem (« +1 e fl). Some of the proofs of these lemmas require Feit's Theorem. (2,p) if (p-l)/2 is even. There are exactly two distinct irreducible representations of G' of degree (p-l)/2.
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 2, there exists a finite group F with a faithful, unimodular By Clifford's Theorem, X\(NL(P), AZ(G)} has an invariant space of dimension less than or equal to (p-l)/2. As this space is invariant for NL(P), it is invariant for F and for <F, A}.
Lemma 7. Let n be a set of primes, all of which are greater than n. Let G be a finite U-group with a faithful representation X of degree n. Then G is abelian.
Proof. Degrees of irreducible constituents of X divide |G| = |G|n and are no larger than «. Such degrees are 1, and G is abelian. Lemma 9. Let X be a faithful, irreducible, quasiprimitive representation of a finite group G on an n-dimensional vector space V. Let H be a subgroup of G with H/Z(H)~PSL{2,p) for p a prime greater than four. Suppose that dim CV(H) = n-(p-l)/2. Then dim CV(TT) ^ 1.
Proof. By Lemma 3, we may replace TT by TT' with H~(P)SL(2,p). Assume that CV(H)> 1. There are two overlapping cases: Case 1. (p-1)/2 is even. In this case TT~SF(2,/?). Let P=(x~) be a /j-Sylow subgroup of TT. By [13] we may write A'in matrix form in the ring of local integers of some algebraic number field for a prime ideal dividing (2) . As (2, |F|) = 1, by [March [13] and [10] , we may further take X\P to be diagonal. Let z be the involution in Z(T7). By Lemma 2, X(x) has n -(p-l)/2 eigenvalues 1 and (p-1)/2 distinct eigenvalues elt..., £<p-d/2 unequal to 1. We may write X(x) = diag(l,..., 1, ei,..., £(p-i)/2).
As z e C(x) and Cv(P) = Cv(H)<=Cv(z), there exist y¡ with Vt \ a-S, 1 \ X(z) = diag(l,..., 1, Yu ■. -, ro»-«/a).
Let Y be the modular representation obtained by taking coefficients in X modulo the prime ideal dividing (2) . Then z e K, the kernel of Y. By [3], Fis a two group. By quasiprimitivity, we may change coordinates to write X(K)=U(K) ® Tm for some irreducible representation U of K and some integer m. By [8, Satz 3] , there exist functions V and W from G to GL(n/m, C) and GL(m, C) respectively with X(g)= V(g) ® W(g) for all g eG. We may also take V(x) to have order p. Then V(x) normalizes U(K). By Lemma 8, V(x) is scalar or has as many as (/?-1) distinct eigenvalues. As X(x) has only (p+ l)/2 distinct eigenvalues, V(x) is scalar. As Ei occurs only once as an eigenvalue of X(x), dim V= 1. Then X(z) is scalar, a contradiction.
Case 2. Here (/?-1) is not a power of 2. In this case, there exists q, an odd prime dividing p-1. Let F = <x> be a />Sylow subgroup of TT. Then there exists y of order c7 in NH(P). The normal subgroup FG generated by F contains FT If it is reducible, then some constituent of X\PG has TT in the kernel, contrary to quasiprimitivity. Conjugates of X(x) cannot permute spaces of imprimitivity nontrivially, for that would imply that |trace X(x)\^n-p. Therefore, X\Pa is primitive. We may replace G by P° and assume G=P°. Then <j>G=>A <j»>G3TTG=>PG = G, and C=<j>G. Write X\H=Xi ® X2 where TT is in the kernel of Xi and deg X2 = (/?-1)/2. The constituents of X2\P are distinct and nonprincipal. Also, y fixes only principal characters of F. Therefore, X2(y) = 0 and the eigenvalue 1 occurs (p-l)/2q times in X2(y) and n -((p-l)/2 -(p-l)/2q) times in X(y). If u is any conjugate of y in G and TTli = <T7, u~1Hu}, then
As (/?-l)/2 + (p-l)/2 + dim Cv(Hu)>n, by [6] , X\HU has at most one constituent, say Xu acting on the subspace Vu, with i"(Xu(Hu))=£l. By [5] , ip(Xu(Hu))^p. Since ip(H)=p, by Lemma 1, such an A^ exists, ip(Xu(H)) = ip(Xu(u~1Hu))=p, and Aĉ ontains the nonprincipal constituent of A^TT and the nonprincipal constituent of X\u~1Hu. Let Yu be a complement to A,, for X\HU. Then X|TTU= 7U © Xu. As TT and u~ 1Hu are in the kernel of YU,HU is in the kernel of T^and V=CV(HU) © Vu. By Lemma 4 applied to Xu and T7c TTU :
deg Xu = (p± 1 )/2 and dim CV(TTU) = n-(p± l)/2.
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is not invariant for G = <j>>G we may find u0 conjugate to y with deg XUa = (p+1)/2 (actually, deg XUo = (p+ l)/2 is impossible by [12] , but we go on, anyway) and dim Cv(//1/0) = «-(j>+l)/2>0. Since G = Ha and G = <j>G, G = <[v~1Hv\v = ux-■ ur where w, is a conjugate of _y in G for ¡ = 1,..., r>. As Cv(HUo) is not invariant under AYG), we may find v = ux-■ u" «, conjugate to j for /'= 1,..., r, with Cv(HUo) not invariant under vr^Hv. Then Cv(F/Uo)d:Cv(i;-1//iO and Cy«»-1//^ //""»# Cy(//Uo). Take î> so that Cv«y_1//y, //""»#Cv(//Uo) and /■ is minimal. Then rä 1. Define w = t;wr~1 = M1-• •«,._,. Then CviO^ZFv, HUo}) = CviHUo). Letting w^/Fv play the role of // and Mr play the role of u, we have CvKw-1//^, v~1Hvy) = Cv(iw~1Hw, ur-1(w-1Hw)ury) = n-(p±\)/2.
As Cyiiw-^-Hw, v'1Hvy)^Cv(w-1Hw) and Cv(HUo)^Cv(w-1Hw), dim Cydv^Hv, HUo>) ä dim CV«*>-tlrw, y"1//-/» n Cv(//U0)
As with Xu, by [6] , X\(v~iHv, HUo) has exactly one irreducible constituent W acting on C/" with ¡¿W^v^Hv, //,"»)/1. By [5] , i^W^v^Hv, HUoy))=p. This constituent IF contains the nonprincipal constituents of A'lt;-1//!; and X\HUo, so V=Cvi(v~1Hv, HU0}) © AV By Lemma 4 applied to W and //""c^-'Z/c, //Uo>: deg lT=(/7+l)/2, dim C^v^Hv, HUo)) = n-(p+ l)/2 = dim Cv(//Uo), and Cv«î;-1//î;,//U0» = Cy(//Uû), a contradiction. Proof of the theorem. We use induction on « = deg X and assume that the finite group G with representation A' is a counterexample to the theorem with n minimal for a fixed set of primes, IT. By Lemma 7 we may let H he an abelian IT-Sylow subgroup of G. If for /=1 or 2, deg y,<(/>-l)/2 for all p e IT, then by [6] , /n(T,(F))=l, and by Lemma 1, /n(F) is not composite. Therefore, deg Yx = n/2=p-1 for some p eU and 7n(T,(F))=/7 for 7=1, 2. Then in(L)=p, or Lemma 5 applied to L gives the conclusion.
(B). We may choose X and G so that A' is unimodular. Then H n Z(G) = <1>. Proof. By [1] , we may find a finite group L with a faithful, unimodular representation Y of dimension n with X(G)ZGL(n,C)=Y(L)ZGL(n,C). Then 7 is irreducible. Now G has a Il-Sylow subgroup and L/Z(L)~G/Z(G) has a II-Sylow subgroup. Let U^Z(L) and UZ(L) be a Il-Sylow subgroup of L/Z(L). As [Z(L)}W is a normal n'-Sylow subgroup of UZ(L), by Schur-Zassenhaus, UZ(L) has a Il-Sylow subgroup, and this is a Il-Sylow subgroup for F. Now i'n(G) =/n(G/Z(G)) = i'n(F/Z(F)) = i'n(F) is composite. If V= Vx © V2 gives spaces of imprimitivity for Y(L), then X(G) has the same spaces of imprimitivity and a normal subgroup K of index 1 or 2 leaves Vx and V2 invariant. As On(K) is characteristic in K and F<1G, On(K) c Gn(G). Then G satisfies whichever alternative of the conclusion of the theorem that K satisfies by (A). Therefore, Y and F are a counterexample to the theorem and may be used to replace X and G. Then X may be taken to be unimodular. Then if x e H n Z(G), X(x) = yln where yn= 1, and y must be 1.
(C). We may further choose G with G = On'(G) = HG, and with A being primitive. Proof. Both Op'(L) and T7G are the subgroup of G generated by all Il-elements. Also, TTc/TG. If i'n(T7G) is not composite, then as On(H°) is characteristic in TTG<1G, On(TTG)cOn(G), and i'n(G) is not composite, a contradiction.
Suppose that V-Vi © V2 and Ou(HG) is imprimitive on the K¡, /= 1, 2. As a subgroup of TTG of index 2 contains all Il-elements of HG and, hence of G and must equal TTG, it follows that Vx and V2 are invariant for TTG. As ¡n(TTG) is composite, by (A), X(HG) satisfied II of the theorem. As Vx and V2 are the unique invariant subspaces of dimension n/2 for HG<\G, G is imprimitive on the Vt, i= 1, 2; and satisfies II of the theorem, a contradiction. As On'(On'(G)) contains all Il-elements of On'(G) and of G, On'(On'(G)) = On'(G). As On'(G) is a contradiction to the theorem, we may replace G by On'(G). Then we have G = Ou'(G) = HG. \fVu..., Vm form spaces of imprimitivity for G, then m^n<p for all /? e II and Il-elements must fix the V¡.
Then G = TTG fixes the V{. Then, by (A), m=\.
(D). If x is a ri-element with an eigenvalue occurring more than n/2 times in X(x), then x-l.
Proof. Otherwise, we may take x e H of order p, a prime, with X(x) having eigenvalues a, a,..., o¡, o¡i,..., am, m<n/2. If <x>G is abelian, then by quasiprimitivity, (C), A'|<jc>g has identical linear constituents and <x>G|=Z(G), a contradiction. Therefore, we may find y, a conjugate of x not in C(x). Let K=(x, y}. By Lemma 7, F is not a /?-group, and ip(K)^ 1. Therefore, by Lemma 1, there exists an irreducible constituent Y of A'|F with f"p(T(F))>l. Now, Cv(a~1x) n Cv(a~1y) is a sum of linear constituents for X\K. Also, « -dim Cv(a-1;t) n Cy(a-1j') g « -dim Cv(a~1x) + n -dim Cy(ce_1j) 5= 2n -2m < n. (I). Let TVoHUi^eH CO^-ZíG). Then if g £ TVYTT), TV0 n g^TVog is empty.
Proof. Let x e N0 n g_1TV0g. Then there exist «, &# l, h, ke H with «, g~xkg e C(x). By (H), in(C(x)) = 1, so «, g"1^ e On(C(x)). By Lemma 7, On(C(x))cC(n), C(g-^g). As TT is a T. I. S., On(C(x))^N(H), Mg^TTg). Then <On(C(x)), T7>, <On(C(x)),g-17Tg> are n-groups, and <«>cOn(C(x))cT7n g'^Hg. Then TT=g-1TTg.
